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Abstract 
    The rise of automation in many systems; and technology ubiquity in general, present some complex operational environments 
that require highly collaborative Complex Adaptive Systems of Systems (CASoS) solutions.  This paper describes the need to 
engineer CASoS and explores how they may be applied to address complex problems.  This effort builds on a developing body of 
knowledge in complex systems and focuses on understanding characteristics and measures of CASoS with an ultimate goal on 
developing engineered CASoS.  The implications of deeper CASoS understanding hold potential for more effective future 
responses to naturally-occurring and adversarial CASoS.  Thus, there stands much to gain in increasing this body of knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 
     Engineered (man-made) systems become necessarily complex when they must perform effectively and function in 
response to highly uncertain (complex) environments.5  Planning all the possible functions of such systems becomes 
very challenging when all of the possibilities that may be encountered cannot be predicted.  When 
engineered systems become complex they start outgrowing the bounds of traditional (or classical) system 
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engineering (TSE) methods.  Traditional systems are expected to perform foreseeable tasks in a bounded environment, 
whereas complex systems are expected to function in complex, open environments with unforeseeable contingencies.  
Complex Systems Engineering (CSE) does not “…primarily seek to produce predictable, stable behavior within 
carefully constrained situations, but rather to obtain systems capable of adaptation, change, and novelty—even 
surprise!”5
     Advances are being made in the science of complexity based on insights gained from studying complexity found 
in natural and social systems.2  These are leading to novel approaches to designing and developing complex man-
made systems.3  A central tenet of complex systems is the principle of emergence:  that the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts.  This implies potential advantages for higher-level functionality emerging from engineered elements 
comprising a system.  It also implies emergent system behavior that is unpredictable.  In other words, when the 
principle of emergence is applied to complex engineered systems, these man-made systems may behave in unexpected 
ways.4  The newly forming field of CSE is attempting to address this question and explore methods to best engineer 
complex systems to take advantage of their complexity while also managing the unpredictability and large scope of 
such systems.5
     The rise of automation in many systems; and technology ubiquity in general, present some complex operational 
environments that require highly collaborative system of systems (SoS) solutions.  One example is the potential 
military advantage gained from managing distributed warfare assets as a SoS to address demanding tactical threats.   
A future challenge may be the management of complex airspaces with a mix of manned and unmanned commercial 
and civilian aircraft and drones. Another operational need in the future may be an automated land transportation system 
of self-driving cars and smart traffic management, intersections, and guidance.  Such challenging operations will 
require a SoS that is agile and can be continually modified to meet the changing demands of the operational situation.  
This paper explores concepts for a mutable type of SoS that addresses these needs:  the engineered CASoS. 
2. CASoS Concepts 
     What makes a system complex?  Experts in the field of complexity science have not agreed on an official definition 
of a complex system; but a number of definitions exist that contain similarities.  Two definitions given in Melanie 
Mitchell’s book on complexity capture different aspects of complex systems.6  The first definition captures the large 
size, collaborative behavior, and lack of central control:  “…a system in which large networks of components with no 
central control and simple rules of operation give rise to complex collective behavior, sophisticated information 
processing, and adaptation via learning or evolution.”   The second definition focuses on emergence and self-
organization:  “…a system that exhibits nontrivial emergent and self-organizing behaviors.”6  Self-organization refers 
to the ability of the components of a complex system to create organized behavior without an internal or external 
controller.  Will Allen distinguishes between complex and complicated systems by their outcomes:  for complicated 
systems “there can be a relatively high degree of certainty of outcome repetition”; while for complex systems, 
“uncertainty of the outcome remains.”7  The implications are that “we cannot build a CAS from scratch and expect it 
to turn out exactly in the way we intended.”7     
     Sandia’s Phoenix initiative is studying CASoS.8  They define CASoS as “vastly complex eco-socio-economical-
technical systems which we must understand to design a secure future for the nation and the world.9  The Phoenix 
initiative defines CASoS in terms of the definitions of the component terms.  “Complex refers to complex behavior, 
encompassing behavior that is greater than a sum of the parts, exceeds expectations, difficult to understand, emergent, 
results from interactions of components.  Adaptive refers to the ability of the system to change itself in response to 
external stimuli.  SoS refers to the structure of the system, being made of parts that are themselves systems.”2  Further, 
they developed the idea of “aspirations”—or engineering goals that can be used to influence CASoS to “solve 
problems, exploit opportunities, and/or achieve goals.”9  They clearly define aspiration categories: “predict; prevent
or cause; prepare; monitor; recover or change; and most encompassing, control.”9  Additionally, they define three 
key components that must accompany an aspiration:  “decision, robustness of decision, and enabling resilience.”9
     A Venn diagram of SoS, shown in Figure 1, illustrates possible subcategories and provides a context for CASoS.  
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CASoS form the subset of SoS that are both complex and adaptive.  Types of CASoS include those that are naturally 
formed, such as natural disasters, the global economy and conflict end games.    Conflict end games constitute a system 
in which two or more entities are embroiled in conflict.8  Those that include components that are both naturally-formed 
and man-made, such as the Global Energy System (GES) and the Internet.  The GES includes the physical components 
of the atmosphere, lithosphere, and hydrosphere, as well as the biosphere and human economic, socio-political 
activities, and facilities for generating, storing, and managing energy.8  Both the GES and Internet can be thought of 
as being naturally-formed and engineered because both aspects contribute to their complexity and adaptability.  Also, 
neither was “designed” to be a CASoS, but each have become this based on the enabling technology and use.  A 
possible future CASoS that is being engineered to be complex, distributed, and adaptable, is the network of 
interoperable and collaborative warfare assets for tactical conflicts. 
Fig. 1. SoS/CASoS Venn Diagram 
     Engineered CASoS can be differentiated by how they are developed.  This, in turn, affects their range of behavior.  
CASoS can be formed from already-existing engineered systems.  According to the Sandia Phoenix initiative, CASoS 
are rarely designed:  “CASoS Engineering focuses almost exclusively on making changes to existing systems (i.e. 
retrofitting, designing, small changes), rather than designing complete systems.”2  However, a CASoS development 
process that relies on making changes to existing systems will be limited in its ability to adapt and perform optimally 
and collectively.  An engineered CASoS that is designed from scratch can be optimized for agility and collaboration. 
     Another differentiator is how the decision process within an engineered CASoS is architected and implemented.  
The degree to which the constituent systems can make their own decisions affects the amount to which the CASoS 
can be adaptive.  An engineered CASoS that can distribute its decision-making capabilities among the constituent 
systems naturally enables a more agile decision architecture. 
     A third differentiator is the behavior of a CASoS at the system level and the SoS level.  The CASoS may exhibit 
its complex behavior at the SoS level.  Or it may exhibit complexity at both the system and SoS level.  The CASoS 
may consist of a set of complicated constituent systems whose collaboration creates complex behavior at the SoS 
level.  Or the CASoS may be comprised of constituent systems that are all, or in part, complex themselves.  In this 
case the CASoS may exhibit complex behavior at both the system level and SoS level.  Understanding the behavior 
at both levels is important.  When engineering a CASoS, predicting behavior is a prime objective.  Enabling and 
managing collective SoS-level behavior and capabilities is the ultimate purpose of engineered CASoS that seek to 
optimize their constituent systems to individually and collectively address complex missions. 
     Seeking to better understand the behavior of CASoS at both levels and understanding the degree to which they can 
collaborate, adapt, etc. can help us:  manage emergent behavior, optimize behavior at both levels, achieve self-
organizing adaptive capabilities, and understand and address adversarial CASoS. 
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3. CASoS Characteristics 
     Just as there are a number of definitions of complex systems, a list can be compiled of properties and 
characteristics of complex systems.  The following subsections contain the characteristics of complex 
systems compiled from a variety of sources.  Each subsection addresses how these characteristics are 
encapsulated in CASoS.
3.1. Complex Collective Behavior 
     Complex systems are comprised of networks of interacting individual components, each typically following rules 
of interaction with no central control or leader.10  It is the collective action of these components that give rise to the 
complex, hard-to-predict, and changing patterns of behavior.  For CASoS, there is complex behavior at the SoS level 
that is a result of the interactive behavior of the constituent systems.  The constituent systems may be complex systems 
in their own right, which would potentially increase the complexity at the SoS level.  The collective behavior is also 
adaptive and changes in response to the environment in which it is operating.  In an engineered CASoS, adaptability 
could be designed into the constituent systems with the intention of operating in complex environments and enabling 
collaboration for desired SoS-level capabilities. 
3.2. Information Sharing and Processing 
     Complex systems produce and use information and signals from both their internal and external environments.10
Receiving, processing, and sharing information among constituent systems to achieve knowledge of the environment 
is key to enabling effective engineered CASoS solutions.  The system will produce and use information generated by 
its internal components (elements comprising the system) and from external sources and the environment.  Types of 
information can include:  sensor data, environmental data, intelligence, the health, status, and state of constituent 
systems, resources tasking (commands), and much more.  The degree to which knowledge is accurate, timely, and 
complete will directly affect the CASoS performance.  The architecture of information production and sharing will 
either support or constrain the CASoS ability to be adaptive, make decisions, and ultimately be effective. 
3.3. Adaptation 
     “Complexity often leads to adaptation, in which the complex structure changes to better fit its environment.”11
Complex systems may change their behavior to improve their chances of survival or success—through learning or 
evolutionary processes.  Naturally-occurring CASoS can adapt through combinations of human behavior, 
group/organization behavior, natural phenomenon, etc.  Adaptation may cause complexity in a CASoS environment 
or the environment’s complexity may cause the CASoS to have to adapt to be effective.  Adaptiveness is largely 
dependent on the independence of the constituent systems in terms of their ability to process and share information, 
gain situational knowledge, understand SoS-level objectives, and make decisions concerning their ability to operate 
independently and collaboratively.  “Adaptation occurs at the level of individuals or of types.  The system itself doesn’t 
adapt.  The parts do; they alter their behaviors leading to system level adaptation.”12  This idea can be expanded to fit 
the SoS, so that the constituent systems are altering the behavior and causing a SoS-level adaptation. 
3.4. Design Decisions 
     For complex systems a significantly large number of decisions have to be made regarding design, and typically the 
implications of design decisions are less predictable.10  This characteristic extends to CASoS and may multiply in 
numbers of decisions to be made if the constituent systems are not homogeneous.  In engineering a CASoS, design 
decisions may focus on the interfaces and interactions between the constituent systems if they are already-existing 
engineered systems.  However, if the CASoS is being designed altogether, design decisions will range from system 
design to SoS-level design and will include the design of architectures, interfaces, and interactions.   Reverse-
engineering adversarial CASoS or at least attempting to understand their design and design process may lead to 
understanding that is essential for identifying weaknesses and strategies to defend against or attack. 
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3.5. Complex Objectives 
    “…only complex systems can perform complex tasks.” 1
Complex systems have a large number of objectives and the objectives are generally inconsistent or changing.     For 
the case of engineered CASoS, they must meet the operational objectives of their individual constituent systems as 
well as those at the SoS-level.  Conflicting objectives can arise from meeting both of these levels.  Additionally, the 
objectives may be changing in time as the complex operational environment changes.  Engineered CASoS must have 
the situational knowledge to extract and manage prioritized objectives that they must adapt and respond to. 
3.6. Complex Operational Environment 
     Complex systems are needed to address complex operational environments.1  The complexity of the operational 
environment may be a result of adverse environments, widely varying environments, or environments that cause 
challenging missions. As an example, a tactical warfare environment exhibits complexity through its potential 
combination of multiple and fast-moving air, missile, land, and space-based threats.  These threats can be sequential 
or simultaneous and may come from various directions.  Threats could also include unmanned vehicles, swarms of 
manned or unmanned vehicles, asymmetric attacks, and unconventional attacks disguised as a non-threat.  For many 
complex operational environments, a CASoS solution with the ability to adapt and respond effectively and within an 
appropriate operational tempo is required.   
3.7. System Changes 
     For complex systems, change at any level may have system-wide impacts and small causes may have large effects.  
For some naturally-occurring CASoS, the butterfly or domino effect may occur where a small perturbation may cause 
far-reaching changes in the system at large.  For engineered-CASoS, there may be some design goals aimed at reducing 
such small-change-to-large-impact possibilities—perhaps to keep them at bay for system robustness and resilience.  
While there may be some other design aspects that strive for enabling small causes to have large impacts such as when 
a critical piece of information needs to quickly disseminate to all the far-reaching geographically-distributed systems 
and entities in a large CASoS.  Therefore, this characteristic must be carefully considered during the CASoS design 
process. 
3.8. Lateral Influences 
     In complex systems, lateral influences are stronger and more dominant than hierarchical relationships.5  This 
emphasizes a focus on interfaces, interaction, and integration among constituent systems for engineered CASoS.   
Future designs for CASoS must include focus on lateral collaboration and interactions among the distributed elements.  
Lateral influences must ensure information is shared among the constituent systems and that such systems are tasked 
optimally to respond to the complex environment.  As an important aspect of CASoS is that constituent systems are 
systems in their own right, it is also important to maintain a degree of system independence. 
Another CSE method is to engineer at the system level, or gain an understanding of the system as a whole and 
emphasize lateral interactions rather than hierarchical.  “Highly integrated systems exhibit more complex interactions 
across the system than earlier, simpler systems.  In the highly integrated system, the designer must consider effects on 
all parts of the system.  We are therefore engineering at the systems level more fundamentally than ever; as opposed 
to introducing subsystems into an evolved, well-precedented system structure.”3 Shifting away from engineering 
hierarchical relationships and toward lateral relationships supports, promotes, and enables collaboration among 
constituent systems.   
3.9. System Risk 
     In complex systems, risk is dominated by system-level risks, rather than lower level risks in achieving the 
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contributing parts.  For CASoS, this characteristic could be interpreted as risk being dominated at the SoS-level rather 
than at the level of the constituent systems.  This coincides with the goal of seeking to achieve and maintain a holistic 
or SoS-level understanding of the CASoS environment.  By doing so, there may be greater insight into potential 
CASoS risks.  And from this knowledge, it will be more feasible to characterize the risk and develop risk mitigation 
strategies.  In a changing operational environment, such CASoS risk and mitigation strategies should be continually 
addressed and updated to enable adaptive and responsive strategies. 
     Similarly the shift of risk dominance from system-level risks to SoS-level risks in CASoS changes the focus from 
an engineering perspective.  For engineered CASoS, it emphasizes the greater need to engineer at the holistic SoS-
level.  The decrease in certainty of design decisions, cause and effect relationships, and system boundaries for CASoS 
creates the need for a more fluid style of engineering with less stringent requirements satisfaction and more open-
endedness. 
3.10. Unforeseen Emergent Properties 
     Complex systems exhibit unforeseen or hard-to-predict emergent properties.  This characteristic, more than any 
other, poses the greatest challenge to both engineered and naturally-occurring CASoS.  In a truly complex system or 
SoS, it will be impossible to fully predict all SoS-level or emergent behavior.  This makes it critical for many potential 
types of engineered-CASoS to develop methods to override certain decisions or actions if they could be potentially 
harmful.  For naturally-occurring and adversarial CASoS, it is important to design adaptive solutions that can address 
emergent behavior as much as is possible and foreseeable.  Contingency planning is important for implementing such 
solutions.   Situational awareness and knowledge superiority should also be prioritized. 
4. CASoS Measures 
Understanding CASoS measures gives us insight.  For engineered CASoS, it’s important to design with measures 
in mind so that “aspirations” can be achieved and complex problems can be addressed with capable solutions.  For 
adversarial CASoS or naturally-occurring CASoS that require responses, presumably, the better the CASoS is 
understood, the better it can be addressed.  This section discusses three measures to which CASoS can be studied:  
collaboration, complexity, and adaptiveness. 
4.1. Collaboration 
A CASoS can be measured according to the degree to which its constituent systems collaborate.  This measure also 
applies to SoS.  Collaboration is dependent on the information sharing and decision architectures embedded in the 
CASoS.  For engineered CASoS the degree of collaboration may be constrained when the CASoS is comprised of 
already existing constituent systems that were designed with just their individual capabilities in mind.  For a decision 
architecture in which the constituent systems are optimized based on both system-level and SoS-level operational 
needs, collaboration can be optimized so that overall CASoS performance is maximized.  For a truly complex SoS, 
there is still the possibility of unpredicted emergent behavior.  However, there can also be intended collaborations to 
produce SoS-level capabilities.  White proposes a CSE method for designing in collaboration through holistic systems 
thinking:   
1. Design the environment and processes by which the system is going to be created (without designing the system 
itself).
2. Design components of the system for the system as a whole. 
3. Design a set of rules about how components engage with one another and the process of change.13 
Following this methodology with a focus on the intended system’s environment, rules of engagement, and holistic 
purposes, will have a better chance of resulting in a system with optimized collaboration and an ability to be adaptable. 
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4.2. Complexity  
     It is natural to measure the complexity of CASoS.  Levels of complexity can be defined in terms of unexpected 
emergent behavior, complexity in the operational environment, complexity in the operational objectives, complexity 
in the constituent systems, the degree to which changes cause SoS-level impacts with large effects, and the dominance 
of the constituent system lateral relationships.  Ultimately, a main aspiration or goal for engineering CASoS is to 
design with a degree of confidence that is acceptable—to deal with the complexity in a predictable way.  So for many 
engineered CASoS, the goal may be to minimize complexity or manage it as much as possible.  Calvano and John 
propose a set of CSE steps to address this challenge is as follows: 
1. Identify when a system and/or its solution complex 
2. Determine the level of complexity (or relative complexity) 
3. Determine when enough SE has been done; and when the level of confidence in the design (and the predictable 
behavior) is acceptable.5
In any case, it is important to understand how complex a CASoS is.  If one is addressing an adversarial CASoS, 
understanding the degree of complexity can support the creation of effective solution space.  The same holds true for 
addressing naturally-occurring CASoS that require responses and action.  For engineering a CASoS, it is critical to 
the design process to understand the degree of expected complexity. 
4.3. Adaptiveness 
A third way to measure or understand a CASoS is by its degree of adaptability.  Questions to ask include whether 
the CASoS is adapting or changing in response to its environment at the system-level or at the SoS-level or both.  
Conceivably, a CASoS could optimize the behaviors of its constituent systems to enable a higher level collective set 
of behaviors that respond to changes in the operational environment.  Alternatively, the CASoS could be adapting at 
the system-level, but not at the SoS-level.  Perhaps the constituent systems are individually responding and adapting, 
but when they behave in a collective collaborative manner, the higher level behavior is not characterized as adaptive.  
In a third category, the CASoS can adapt at both the system and SoS levels.  In this situation, the constituent systems 
must be intelligent enough to understand the operational environment to develop operational objectives at both levels 
and determine how best to adapt to address the objectives.  Also note that the environment and objectives are likely 
changing in time.  The pace at which these changes occur dictate the pace of the CASoS adaptation required. 
For the case of engineered CASoS, adaptation measures may also determine the degree to which CASoS change 
and respond to their operational environment.  This could be measured by comparing the paces of the environmental 
changes and CASoS changes.  It can also be measured by studying how effective the CASoS adaptive behaviors are 
in addressing changing operational objectives.  It can also be measured by studying how much the behavior adapted 
in terms of changes to the CASoS architecture, changes to the states of constituent systems, and changes in the SoS 
state.
Another aspect of adaptiveness is the degree to which the CASoS can self-organize.  Naturally-occurring CASoS 
can be thought to self-organize if humans or groups of humans are making the decisions to cause action, adaptation, 
and response.  Likewise, natural phenomenon-based CASoS, can be thought to self-organize if bees are swarming or 
ants are colonizing or weather patterns are shifting in response to other phenomenon.  For engineered CASoS, the 
attainment of self-organization is not a simple matter.  In order to self-organize, the CASoS must have situational and 
internal knowledge as well as an understanding of the system-level and SoS-level objectives that are all changing in 
time.  The CASoS must be able to distribute its decision space among the constituent systems so that they can adapt 
and organize and manage themselves both individually and collectively.  Engineered CASoS self-organization would 
consist of:  constituent systems with shared knowledge of the environment and decision-making distributed to each 
adaptive system; each system making decisions with a goal of optimizing individual capabilities and collaborative 
capability.    
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5. Conclusions 
     CASoS pose a challenge whether we are responding to naturally-occurring CASoS; defending against adversarial 
CASoS; or attempting to engineer CASoS solutions to complex problems.  Understanding characteristics of complex 
systems and applying them to CASoS give us deeper insight.  Characterizing CASoS according to measures such as 
collaboration, complexity, and adaptiveness provide us a fuller comprehension.  Examples include understanding 
CASoS in terms of scale, expected behavior, level of difficulty, identification of weaknesses or leverage points, and 
in support of a more informed design space.  The degree of collaboration required, complexity expected, and 
adaptiveness needed, will affect the CASoS design.  Future engineered CASoS aspire to address complex problem 
spaces through adaptation, self-organization, and collective behavior and collaboration.  They require decision-making 
and shared knowledge distributed among the constituent systems to enable behavior optimization at both the system-
level and the SoS-level.  The authors look forward to expanding this initial exploration of engineered CASoS with the 
goals of achieving deeper understanding of characteristics and measures and to further develop CSE approaches.  The 
Naval Postgraduate School is using a systems approach to understand engineered CASoS and specifically how this 
applies to distributed warfare concepts. 
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